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FLEETWOOD TOWN

Playing and
thinking
positively

THE SCOTT DAVIES COLUMN
Scott’S corner

Saturday’S clash with Exeter might
have ended in a draw, another game
without a win, but I think we were the
better team.

I honestly can’t remember having
much to do – one save to make in the first
half and then a little flurry at the end.

unlike at Wycombe the previous week,
we got through that late pressure and
made sure we took the point. In truth we
were worth all three.

People might have thought we set our-
selves out to defend on Saturday. that
couldn’t be further from the truth.

It was a very attacking formation, with
Gareth Evans in there to add extra pace,
running off Parky. If you look at the way
we set ourselves out, real Madrid went
with the same formation in the week. We
were there to take three points. We just
need that goal.

One goal will lift the pressure and
I’m sure plenty more will follow. I’ve no
doubt we have the players to score goals.
the club has invested in attacking foot-
ballers and they will come good.

Maybe luck hasn’t gone our way in
recent weeks. you’ve only got to look at
antony Barry’s effort at the weekend,
which was going in before it hit Gareth
Evans. Parky had a couple of headers
too. He knows he could have done better,
and with a few more games behind him
I’m sure they would have gone in.

We’re getting the fundamental things
right. We’re playing at a high tempo,
which the manager wants us to do. I
think that was evident on Saturday.

there are still 10 games to play. It’s a
cliche but every one is a cup final.

We’ll go into every one to win and we
need to believe that we can.

I’m writing this ahead of the trip to
accrington Stanley. We’ve got two games
back-to-back against sides at the bottom
of the table – it would have been three
but Barnet has moved, yet again.

that isn’t to say they will be easy.
accrington were in the same sort of posi-
tion when they came to us and look what
happened then. they’ll be fighting for
their lives, as will Plymouth on Satur-
day. But we need the points for our own
reasons and it’s a great chance to add to
our tally.

away from Fleetwood, I enjoyed the
Fa Cup action at the weekend and it’s
great to see Manchester City through
again. It’s a shame the draw has gone the
way it has. I’ll have my tickets, as long as
there’s no fixture clash!

It reminds me very much of how
things went last time City won the cup.

the big clash came in the semi-final,
leaving the big day a bit of an anti-
climax. It would be great to see them lift
that silverware again.

Finally, it’s that time of the year when
everyone starts talking contracts –
Pondy has just signed his new deal.

you want to get things sorted early. at
the end of the day we’ve got mortgages
to pay and families to feed. there’ll be
plenty going on behind the scenes right
now to sort new deals.

But our focus has to stay on the pitch.
We can still make the play-offs and we’ll
do everything to keep the dream going.

Fleetwood town 0
Exeter city 0

altHOuGH Fleetwood town’s
winless run has now extended to
five games, a hard-working per-
formance earned a deserved point
at home to league two’s third-
best travellers, Exeter City.

town remain seven points
adrift of the play-off places and
have scored only once in 450 min-
utes of football, but they pinned
the Grecians back for much of the
second half, while their 15th clean
sheet of the season was their first
in six games.

Graham alexander made two
alterations to the starting XI
from their 1-0 defeat at Wycombe
Wanderers.

Nathan Pond, fresh from agree-
ing a new two-year contract at the
club, replaced on-loan defender
ryan Edwards in defence.

a hamstring injury sustained
at adams Park forced Steven
Gillespie to miss out and winger
ryan Crowther took his place.

the Fleetwood boss had opted
for a 4-2-3-1 formation in which
Gareth Evans played just behind
Jon Parkin, with Crowther and
Junior Brown free on either flank.

FlEEtWOOd town were missing
the X-Factor, says boss Graham
alexander, as they squandered
chances against Exeter.

He said: “We were looking for
a win. We spoke about taking the
game to them and I though we did.
We lost our sharpness about 15
minutes from the end of the first

half, maybe that was down to the
effort of the first half hour.

“We started the second half well,
we had a good period, worked the
ball from side to side which good
teams do.

“We just needed that bit of mag-
ic, the X-Factor – to just get that
goal. It’s what we deserved.”

ByLizOwen

A deserved point

Boss: We missed the X-Factor

Following their midweek defeat
at Bristol rovers, Exeter manager
Paul tisdale also opted for a dou-
ble change, bringing Steve tully
and Jimmy Keohane in for John
O’Flynn and the injured tommy
doherty.

the hosts’ best chance of the
game came five minutes from
time, as anthony Barry stormed
down the byline and sent a swift
ball across goal.

Evans was poised in front of net
and well-placed to guide the cross
past Exeter ‘keeper artur Krysiak,
but it was both too fast and too
powerful to allow him to react
quickly enough.

In truth, it was a cross-cum-
shot which may well have earned
Fleetwood all three points had the
goalline been clear, but instead
the ball deflected off Evans’ head
and veered the opposite way back
into the penalty area.

at the other end of the field,
Exeter themselves could well have
snatched victory at the death in a
high-tempo finish.

the Grecians won a series of
set-pieces, with substitute O’Flynn
almost succeeding in knocking
the ball out of town captain Scott
davies’ hands following a Scott
Bennett header in the 89th minute.

after a free-kick in which Jamie

Cureton was twice denied by the
wall, a subsequent corner culmi-
nated in presenting danny Coles
with the perfect opportunity to
deliver another cruel blow to alex-
ander’s men, in the same fashion
as Wycombe defender anthony
Stewart had the week before.

Substitute Jamille Matt headed
clear from the line before alan
Goodall’s attempted clearance was
deflected off Coles and into the
path of arron davies, whose shot
was parried by Scott davies.

the rebound was met by Coles’
left foot 12 yards out but the
centre-back unleashed a heavy
volley well over the crossbar, the
Cod army breathing a sigh of
relief while several sky-blue shirts
held their heads in their hands.

during the first half, Parkin in
particular threatened early on
with a free-kick that thundered
wide and a close-range angled
effort after Evans and Brown com-
bined on either side.

He and Evans were linking up
well, with the former sliding an
unfortunately offside through ball
in for the latter on 17 minutes.

Evans was a limitless supply of
energy behind various Fleetwood
attacks, having set up Parkin
two minutes earlier whose effort
was deflected into the path of
Crowther, his subsequent shot
sailing over the crossbar.

the visitors were first to test the
opposing ‘keeper, however.

a Craig Woodman cross into the
box glanced just off Pond’s head
and fell to the lurking Cureton,
whose first-time shot drew a su-
perb one-handed save from davies
as he dived to his right.

a low Evans shot, trickling
towards the bottom corner before
Krysiak pounced, and numerous
strikes wide from both Cureton

and arron davies filled out the re-
mainder of the first half – a mixed
opening 45 minutes in which
neither side managed to breach
the back line.

tisdale withdrew Kevin
amankwaah and entered the
bleached-blonde 11-goal hitman
O’Flynn into the fray for the sec-
ond half, who forced davies into
another save just four minutes
into his cameo.

a strong strike from just out-
side the area was parried by the
‘keeper and, fortunately for the
hosts, dean Howell was on hand to
clear the loose ball.

after Goodall and Parkin head-
ed wide shortly after the interval,
an extended period of Fleetwood
pressure followed around the hour
mark, maintained for much of the
duration of the game.

Parkin wasted an excellent
opportunity on the 72nd minute
as Paul McKenna won possession
and floated in a central cross only
for the striker to send a soft head-
er wide; controlling the ball and
unleashing a shot on target may
well have been a better option.

Matt replaced Parkin after 76
minutes and McKenna made way
for Barry Nicholson six minutes
later as Fleetwood kept up their
bombardment of Exeter’s box.
But goal-shy Fleetwood just could
not find the back of the net and
survived a late City storm to seal
an eventful goalless stalemate.
Fleetwood: davies, Beeley, Howell
(Mclaughlin 55), Goodall, Pond, Barry,
McKenna (nicholson 83), crowther, Brown,
evans, Parkin (Matt 77); not used: lucas,
Atkinson, Fontaine, Ball
eXeter: Krysiak, tully, woodman, Ben-
nett, Baldwin, coles, oakley, davies, cu-
reton, Amankwaah (o’Flynn 45), Keohane
(Gosling 80); not used: Bauza, dawson,
evans, reid, Moore-tyler
reF: robert Madley; Att: 2,103

Ryan crowther on
the attack during
Fleetwood’s 0-0
home draw against
Exeter


